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Examinations
There is no change to the application procedure to become an ENP. The July and October examination windows will proceed as scheduled. Applicants that were unable to sit for the exam in April should plan to test in July or October. There are, however, new requirements imposed by the testing locations. Please review those at ptcny.com/ptc-update-coronavirus-outbreak.

Re-certification
The NENA Institute Board encourages all ENPs needing to re-certify in 2020 to do so if they have the necessary points. However, for those needing to attend courses or conferences to earn enough points, one additional year beyond initial certification will be granted in order to earn the points needed. Any ENP requesting the additional year will remain an ENP while earning the points. If the points are not earned during that time, the ENP will lose his/her ENP certification. Once earned, the re-certification period will be 3 years rather than 4, with the requirement of 18 points earned in that 3-year period in order to earn re-certification in the next cycle.

Exam Prep
Study Groups will continue to be available to help you prepare for the exam. Refer to the Study Group page on the web site for a list of Study Groups and their meeting dates and times. The ENP Exam Prep Boot Camp normally held at NENA Annual Conference will be held Tuesday, September 29. Please arrange travel plans accordingly. The ENP Reference Manual and practice exam are available to help you prepare.